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Fantasy Worldbuilding Questions Sfwa
Bordewich Bray Elementary School physical education teacher Kinkade DeJoseph celebrated a 25-year accomplishment with the release of his novel.

Carson City teacher pursues passion, publishes fantasy novel
Featuring unputdownable thrillers, underrated books in translation, dystopian fiction, piercing criticism, and so much more — this list has something for everyone.

58 Great Books To Read This Summer, Recommended By Our Favorite Indie Booksellers
When I look out my window, a few floors up in New York City, I see Star Wars. Rooftop bouquets of dirty satellite dishes, jumbled architectural styles united by peeling paint, variously shaped (and ...

A New Hope for Star Wars
Helene Wecker’s 'The Hidden Palace' brings magic to 20th century Manhattan. Turns out that’s easier than putting the wrong stormtroopers into Star Wars Land.

The Best Made-Up Worlds Are Made Up of Real Parts
We talked to some of our favorite science fiction writers about what it takes to write a space ensemble. A close-knit crew of wildly different people ride around on a spaceship having adventures. If ...

How Science Fiction’s Ensemble Stories Humanize Space
calls the book a “beautifully crafted novel containing everything I love in an epic fantasy: complex characters and relationships,excellent worldbuilding, and a compelling story full of twists ...

Book Buzz: Young Adult
Elden Ring's gameplay trailer left a lot of questions still to be answered – but thankfully we spent an hour with creator Hidetaka Miyazaki to get answers to a lot of them. Here's our interview, in ...

Elden Ring: The Big Hidetaka Miyazaki Interview - Summer of Gaming
is that it plays things straight with its world-building and continuity—especially ... has basically thrown the Kingdom into chaos. The fantasy world of Combatants Will Be Dispatched!

Combatants Will Be Dispatched!
But it is the world building for Elsewhere that is amazing. It is fully thought out to the smallest detail and the descriptions of half animal half human chimera are so interesting. Fantasy is not ...

Book Review
Both authors enjoy writing fantasy characters who fail to honor ... From infusing the worldbuilding with feelings to constantly stepping back from the text and taking the temperature, these ...

Blood Feuds and All the Feels: TorCon 2021 Highlights
He didn't exactly provide any shocking revelations, but confirmed he'd mainly been involved in the early stages of development and creating the game's fantasy world. "The game is called the Elden ...

George R.R. Martin's work on Elden Ring was "actually done years ago"
“I chose to write fantasy because it’s what I’ve always read and loved. It’s a genre that allows you to explore questions ... and culture for their world-building and their characters.

Boy wizards to queer princesses, how young adult fantasy fiction is changing
Of the fresh TV viewing this week on Netflix, the most notable arrival lands on Friday: The second season of British teen thriller The A List, an addictive binge with its supernatural mystery set in a ...

Netflix: The 50 best TV series to binge-watch this week
Suzie Yeung will play Yuffie Kisaragi, Final Fantasy VII's famous materia-hunting ... Puatu says he doesn’t frontload too much of the story or worldbuilding when he prepares for a role, as ...

Final Fantasy VII Remake Intergrade Is Giving Asian-American Voice Actors A Big Spotlight
grittier fantasy world that’s been constructed for this new installment. Fans have a lot of questions about what Pokémon Legends: Arceus is, how its mechanics differ from previous games ...

The 9 games we're most excited to see (hopefully) at E3 2021
I’m pretty tired of fantasy racism. At this point ... I enjoy cliffhangers, but the story concluded with so many questions that I felt like I had only played through half of a game.

Backbone: The Kotaku Review
Start off today with something not too taxing: a masterclass on epic worldbuilding with the fantasy writer Jonathan Stroud (Thursday, May 27th, 4pm, €15). Also, the writers Sinéad Gleeson and ...
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